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Sing and Spell Volume 2
Colors and More Sight Words

1. Red
2. Orange
3. Yellow
4. Green
5. Blue
6. Purple
7. Brown
8. Black
9. White
10. Gray
11. Pink
12. An
13. At
14. Big
15. Do
16. Down
17. Has
18. In
19. It
20. No/Yes
21. Not
22. Small
23. This
24. Too
25. Up
26. We
27. What
28. Who
29. Capitals
30. Spaces
Red

R-E-D spells red!
R-E-D spells red!
R-E-D spells red!
Red as a tomato head!
Orange

O-R-A-N-G-E, orange!
O-R-A-N-G-E, orange!
Orange as a carrot,
A pumpkin or a parrot,
Orange, orange, orange!
Yellow!
Yellow! Y-E-L-L-O-W,
Yellow! Yellow! Y-E-L-L-O-W!
Yellow sun and banana, too.
Y-E-L-L-O-W!
Yellow sun and banana, too.
Y-E-L-L-O-W!
Yellow! Yellow! Y-E-L-L-O-W,
Yellow! Yellow! Y-E-L-L-O-W!
green

Green

G-R-E-E-N,
Green as a little leprechaun is,
G-R-E-E-N,
A fat caterpillar is green!
blue

Blue

B-L-U-E, that spells blue!
Ocean blue, sky blue too!
B-L-U-E, that spells blue!
Raindrop blue!
purple

Purple

P-U-R-P-L-E,
Like boysenberry jam!
P-U-R-P-L-E,
As purple as a grape man!
Brown

B-R-O-W-N,
Brown is spelled just like this!
B-R-O-W-N,
As brown as a chocolate kiss!
Black

B-L-A-C-K spells black!
Flying bat, pointy hat!
Black as night without a light!
B-L-A-C-K. Black!
White as snow, marshmallow,
W-H-I-T-E,
Polar bear, underwear,
W-H-I-T-E!
gray

Gray

Oh, the elephant is gray!
It’s G-R-A-Y gray!
Just like the mouse
Inside my house,
It’s G-R-A-Y gray!
Pinky was a stinky pig,
P-I-N-K, pink!
And he needs a bath I think.
P-I-N-K, pink!
An

An is written A-N,
A-N, A-N,
An is written A-N,
An, an, an!
At

At is written, at is written,
With an A and then a T.
At is written, at is written,
With an A and then a T.
Oh, where’s my hat?
I don’t know where it’s at!
First an A and then a T,
At, at, at, at, at!
I like a great, big, gorilla in a banana tree! B-I-G! B-I-G!
Thumping his chest and scratching a flea!
  B-I-G! B-I-G!
Because he’s big! Big! B-I-G!
  Stinky and big! B-I-G!
Because he’s big! Big! B-I-G!
  Stinky and big! B-I-G!
do

Do

D-O, what should I do?
D-O, what should I do?
D-O, what should I do?
My little dog went doo-doo!
Down

D-O-W-N, go down, go down!
D-O-W-N, go down, go down!
D-O-W-N, I can spell down and
That’s the end.

And they all go marching down,
To the ground to get out of the rain,
Boom, boom, boom!
D-O-W-N, go down, go down!
D-O-W-N, go down, go down!
D-O-W-N, I can spell down and
That’s the end!
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Has
First you make an H
And then an A and then an S,
And that is has, has, has!
There is no Z!
in

In

I, then N, can you spell in again?
I, then N, can you spell in again?
I, then N, can you spell in again?
Take it out and put it in, begin again!
"It" is spelled with an I and then a T!
It’s a flea! It’s a flea!
"It" is spelled with an I and then a T!
No / Yes

N-O, no, no, no! N-O, no, no, no!
N-O, no, no, no, no, no, no, no!
N-O, no, no, no, no! N-O, no, no, no!
N-O, no, no, no, no, no, no, no!
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes!
First Y, then E, then S!
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes!
First a Y, then an E, then an S!
not

Not

Not is written N-O-T,
I am not a nut you see.
I am not a nut you see.
Not is written N-O-T,
N-O-T! N-O-T! N-O-T, N-O-T, N-O-T!
Oh, “this” is spelled T-H-I-S!
This dog made a stinky mess!
Oh, “this” is spelled T-H-I-S!
Too

T-O-O. T-O-O,
There are way too many 2’s you know,
(Too, too, too, too, too, too, too,)
T-O-O, T-O-O,
That means “too much” and it means also!
Wake up! Now you gotta get up, up, up!
U-P, now you gotta get up!
U-P, now you gotta get up, up, up!
First a U and then a P!
We, W-E, We, W-E,
We, W-E, We, W-E,
We, W-E, We, W-E,
We, W-E, We, W-E!

We like to do our homework,
Our homework, our homework!
We like to do our homework!
Then we can play!
what

What

W-H-A-T, what you gonna do?
W-H-A-T, what you gonna do?
W-H-A-T, what you gonna do?
No matter what, no matter what,
   Don’t you make a U!
Who

W-H-O,
Who, who, who, who, who!
W-H-O,
Who, who, who, who, who!
Capitals

A capital letter, that’s what I need!
Like a capital A, or a capital B.
A great, big letter
That’s what I need!
Whenever I start to write!
Spaces

I need a space!
I need a space!
I need a space between my words,
I need a space!
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Red

RED spells red,

___ ___ ___ spells ___ ___,

___ ___ ___ spells ___ ___,

_____ as a tomato head!
Orange

ORANGE, orange!

as a carrot, A pumpkin or a parrot,

_________ as a carrot,

A pumpkin or a parrot,

_________ _______ _______

_________ _______ _______

_________ !
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Yellow

Yellow! ________________!

YELLOW! ________________!

______________! ________________!

______________! ________________!

______________! ________________!

______________ sun and banana too!

______________! ________________!
Green

GREEN!

Green as a little leprechaun is!

A fat caterpillar is ________!
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Blue

BLUE, that spells blue!

Ocean ________,

Sky _______ too!

______ _______ , that spells ________!

Raindrop blue!
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Purple

PURPLE,

Like boysenberry jam!

As purple as a grape man!
Brown

B R O W N,

Brown is spelled just like this!

As __________ as a chocolate kiss!
Black

BLACK spells

black!

Flying bat, pointy hat!

as night without a light!

as night without a light!

, !
White

White as snow, marshmallow!

WHITE!

Polar bear, underwear!

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---!
Gray

Oh, the elephant is ____________!

It's ____________, ____________!

Just like the mouse

Inside my house,

It’s ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________!

__________________________!
Pink

Pinky was a stinky pig,

P I N K, pink!

And he needs a bath,

I think!

------------------!
An

“An” is written A N,

___ ___ ___ ___!

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ is written ___ ___,

______________ __________ ___ ___!
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At

At is written,
at is written with an A and then a T!

Oh, where’s my hat?
I don’t know where it’s at! First an at and then a T! ___.

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___!
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I like a great, big gorilla in a banana tree!

Thumping his chest and scratching a flea!

Because he’s Stinky and


Do

What should I do,?

What should I do,?

What should I do,?

My little dog
went doo-doo!
Down

Go down! Go ______!

Go ______! Go ______!

I can spell ______. down, and that’s the end!
Has

First you make an \( H \),

and then an \( A \),

and then an \( S \),

And that is

\[ \text{has, } \quad \text{, } \quad \text{, } \quad ! \]

There is no Z!
In

I, then N, can you spell in again?

then _, can you spell _ again?

then _, can you spell _ again?

Take it out and put it in, begin again!
It

I is spelled with an \_ and then a \_,
\_\_\_ is spelled with an \_ \_ and then a \_!
\_\_\_\_’s a flea!
\_\_\_\_\_’s a flea!
It is spelled with an \_ \_ and then a \_!
No/Yes

N–O, no, no, no, no!

N–O, no, no, no, no!

Yes, yes, yes, yes,

Yes, yes, yes,

First Y, then E, then S,
Not

Not  is written  NOT, I

I am ___ a nut you see!

I am ___ a nut you see!

___ is written ___ ___ ___!

___ ___ ___! ___ ___ ___!

___ ___ ___! ___ ___ ___!

___ ___ ___! ___ ___ ___!

___ ___ ___! ___ ___ ___!
Small

I am very small,

S M A L L,

But I can out-run you, yes sir!
This

Oh, “this” is spelled

THIS!

Oh, “_____” is spelled

_____ _____ _____ _____!

_____ dog made a

stinky mess!

Oh, “_____” is spelled

_____ _____ _____ _____!
Too

There are way ___ many 2’s you know!

(Too too ___ ___ ___ ___!)

That means “___ much” and it means “also!”
Up
Wake up!
Now you gotta get ___ ___ ___ ___!
UP, now you gotta get ___!
UP, now you gotta get ___ ___ ___ ___!
First a ___ and then a ___!
We like to do our homework, our homework, our homework!

like to do our homework! Then we can play!
What

WHAT I,

What you gonna do?

___ ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___ ___,

___ you gonna do?

___ ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___ ___,

___ you gonna do?

No matter ___

No matter ___

Don’t you make a U!
Who

Who, who,

Who, who,

Who, who,